
Box of Rainbow Christmas Crackers
Created by Sara Sayers - KISS Kreative

https://kisskreative.com/

Supply List
To shop for supplies, click here: https://s.tamp.in/8C4O_Z

Measurements
● Each Cracker CUT 6 one in each colour 16.0 cm by 13.5 cm (6 1/2" by  5 1/4" )

● Box Bottom Basic White 28.0 cm by 20.5 cm (11" by 8")

● Box Top Window Sheets 28.0 cm by 20.5 cm (11" by 8")

● Sentiment - CUT 6 Scraps of Basic White 7.5 cm by 2.5 cm (3" by 1")
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Instructions
1. Cut on each of the crackers in each of the colours. Poppy Parade, Pumpkin Pie, Daffodil Delight, Parakeet Party,

Tahitian Tide, Gorgeous Grape

2. Burnish each fold and glue the segment of the first cracker to the sixth segment to create a five sided cracker

3. Fill each cracker with your chosen content

4. Cut two pieces of White Crinkled Seam Binding 25cm/10" long for each cracker and tie in a bow at each end.

5. Take the scraps of Basic White and heat emboss the sentiment using Versamark Ink and gold embossing powder six

times

6. Fussy cut out each sentiment and attach to the front of the cracket using mini Stampin' Dimensionals

To make the box:

1. Take the piece of basic white and score each side by 3.5 cm ( 1 3/8")

2. Cut up one side of the corner pieces to create a tab and glue together using multipurpose glue to create the box

bottom.

3. Take the piece of Window sheet a cut a small sliver (2mm/ 1/16") off one long and one short side

4. Score each side by 3.5 cm ( 1 3/8")

5. Cut out each of the corner pieces

6. You should now be able to place the crackers into the box

7. Slot the window sheet cover carefully into the bottom of the box

8. Cut approximately 90 cm (36") of White Frayed ribbon

9. Wrap it around the box and tie in a bow
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